CADIN GTX® MID
Item number 230096

ALPINE INDEX 1
LOWA Index

1 / Alpine

Upper

suede

Lining

GORE-TEX®

Sole

Vibram® Mulaz Approach

Weight

1340 g/pair (UK 8)

Sizes

UK 4 - 13

Construction
Crampon

heel bail/flexible toe bail

BEST FOR

Mixed high Alpine terrain, high altitudes, challenging mountains,
flexible bail)

Detailed information can be found at https://www.lowa.de/en/products/fit-quality/comfort.html
Lowa Sportschuhe GmbH

CADIN GTX® MID
Item number 230096

ALPINE INDEX 1

Outsole Vibram® Mulaz Approach
᛫ medium tread depth for the best friction and step characteristics on rock, ideal also for combined
᛫
᛫ undercut heel front for excellent grip

Detailed information can be found at https://www.lowa.de/en/products/fit-quality/comfort.html
Lowa Sportschuhe GmbH

CADIN GTX® MID
Item number 230096

ALPINE INDEX 1
Technic Icons
Outsoles

Shaft technologies
Climbing Zone

The
the rock. In turn, they simplify the process of climbing.

Vibram®

For many years now, Vibram® has been the market leader for anti-slip
and durable shoe soles. The hallmark qualities of Vibram® soles include
the exceptional support they provide on the widest types of terrain and
the optimal abrasion resistance created by the rubber mixture.

Resoleable

This shoe model can also be resoled. You will receive more information
from customer service or at www.lowa.com.

Hard Shank

This specially reinforced insole provides optimal stability and support for
tours with heavy backpacks and in Alpine areas.

LOWA Flex®

To add flexibility to each eyelet, the lacing systems through which laces
are threaded are installed separately. These sections are made of soft
leather trim or textile materials that prevent pressure points from being
created. Thanks to the flexible arrangement of the eyelets, the laces can
easily be pulled all the way to the toe area without producing any
excessive pressure on individual areas. But the tongue always maintains
its optimal positioning.

X-Lacing®

Optimal positioning of the tongue, without any slippage or pressure
points: This is what X-LACING® technology is all about. This special
lacing system fixes the tongue both vertically and horizontally. The lacing
system gains independence from the height of the instep as a result,
making it perfect for any type of foot. In this technology, the pressure of
the laces is borne not just by the hooks and is transferred to the tongue
as well.

Joints

Materials
GORE-TEX®
Lining

Guaranteed weather protection, even in pouring rain and heavy snow: The
innovative GORE-TEX® technology delivers optimal waterproof protection
and breathability.

Detailed information can be found at https://www.lowa.de/en/products/fit-quality/comfort.html
Lowa Sportschuhe GmbH

